Tips to Ensure Halloween is a Treat for All!
Halloween is upon us and the “witching” hour for trick or treaters is just a few hours away. While many adults
prefer the trick part of the holiday, it should always remain a treat for the young… and young at heart.
With that in mind, here are some Halloween driving safety tips as you continue to do your job throughout the
night.
Halloween Safety Tips for Drivers
Halloween is a wonderful holiday, but because of increased foot traffic and that Trick-or-Treaters are out at
night, the potential for automobile related accidents with young pedestrians increases four times on this night
according to a CDC (Center for Disease Control) study.
Streets are literally crawling with all sorts of witches, ghosts, goblins, vampires and all other sorts of costumed
people. This makes for added responsibility for drivers to make sure that they drive safer than normal.
In many areas, people drive their kids into subdivisions and let them out to walk from house to house. Usually
the parent follows behind in the car. This can cause traffic jams in small areas and much confusion as kids dart
between cars on the streets going from house to house. A driver is already distracted because they are trying to
keep an eye on their own kids and usually aren't paying attention to much else.
Children and adults tend to be preoccupied and may not pay as much attention to safety as they should. They
may not see your vehicle or just assume that you see them automatically. Stay on the defensive and you
shouldn't have a problem while driving on Halloween night.
Don't use a cell phone or other electronic device while driving on Halloween night. You
shouldn't be doing this anyway, the rate of cell phone related auto accidents has jumped
dramatically since the use of cell phones and texting has risen so high. Some states have
already made laws concerning this and others are working on it.
Pay extra attention, particularly to crosswalks, intersections and the side of the road. Kids
tend to walk along the curbs, cutting across the street to get to other homes. Keep
scanning all around you as you drive, whether as thru traffic or along with your kids as they
trick-or-treat.
Drive below the posted speed limit in residential areas during trick-or-treating hours. This
will allow you time to break if you see a child dart in front of you.
Do not pass other vehicles that have stopped in the roadway, they could be dropping off
children. This is more common in rural areas but can happen anywhere.

